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A report is given on the theoretical prediction and

the experimental discovery of elementary particles from the e-

leotron to the weak intermediate vector bosons. The work of

Lattes, Occhialini and Powell which put in evidence the plans

•predicted by Yukawa was the starting point of the modern ex

perimental particle physics.

Key-words: Elementary particles; Electron; Photon; Positron;

Neutrino; Pion; Meson; Vector bosons.
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The theoretical prediction of elementary particles and

their experimental discovery have played a fundamental role for

the development of our ideas on the structure' of matter.

The experimental evidence of the electron in 1871,x

was interwoven with theoretical work aimed at an understanding

of the interaction between moving charged particles. The theo

retical work of J.J, Thomson (1881), G.F. Fitzgerald (1881),

0. Heaviside (1889), led to the theory of electrons»initiated

and developed by H.A. Lorentz2 in 1892, a first attempt at a

description of the phenomena of production and absorption of

light and radiant heat, of the electromagnetic properties of

matter. This theory achieved indeed, the first unification of

the domains of optics, elsctromagnetism (as already initiated

by J.C. Maxwell)/and chemistry by the assumption of certain

mechanisms involving the dynamics of electrons. In the words

of Lorentz, "if we want to understand--the way in which- .elec-

tric and magnetic properties depend on the temperature, the

density and the chemical constitution or the crystalline state

of substances, we cannot be satisfied with simply introducing

for each substance these coefficients [dielectric constant,

conductivity, magnetic permeability], whose values are to be

determined by experiment; we shall be obliged to have recourse

to some hypothesis about the mechanism that is at the botton

of the phenomena. It is by this necessity, that one has been

led to the conception of zltc.tA.ono, i.e. of extremely small

particles, charged with electricity, which are present in im-

mense numbers in all ponderable bodies, and by whose distribu

tion and motions we endeavour to explain all electric an
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cal phenomena that are not confined to the free ether"3.

Lorentz theory contributed to the consolidation of

the atomic conception of matter, a conception which although

accepted by the chemists in the last century', was strongly op_

posed by some influential personalities such as the physical-

chemist W. Ostwald and the physicist: and philosopher 'Ernst

Mach". In his 1906 lectures Lorentz refers to this opposi-

tion in the following words: "Like these [the molecular and

atomistic theories], it [the theory of electrons] is apt to

be viewed unfavourably by some physicists who prefer to push

their way into new and unexplored regions by following those

great highways of science which we possess in the laws of

thermodynamics, or who arrive at important and beautiful re_

suits, simply by describing the phenomena and their mutual re

lations by means of a system of suitable equations. No one

can deny that these methods have a charm of their own, and

that, in following them, we have the feeling of treading on

firm ground, whereas in the molecular theories the too adven

turous physicist often runs the risk fo losing his way and

of being deluded by some false prospect of success. We must

not forget, however, that these molecular hypothesis can boast

of some results that could never have been attained by pure

thermodynamics, or by means of the equations of the electro

magnetic field in their most general form, results that are

well known to all who have studied the kinetic theory of gases,

the theories of dilute solutions, of electrolysis and of the

genesis of electric currents by the motion of ions"5.

The historical importance of the discovery of the e
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lectron is seen in the fact that it was the first particle to

exhibit wave properties and thus allowed the development of

quantum mechanics. It was for the electron that W. Pauli pro-

posed the theoretical description of non-relativistic spin-1/2

particles by means of his two-component spinors and matrices.

It was for the electron that P.A.M. Dlrac invented his famous

relativistic wave equation and that quantum electrodynamics

and the renormalisation method were develcpped.

Already in the classical theory do we find the idea

of mass renormalisation. After J.J. Thomson discovered that

the magnetic field produced by a moving electron interacts

with this particle and gives rise to an increase in its mass,

the idea of a purely electromagnetic mass for the elctron,due

to its field, was put forward mainly by M. Abraham1. A conven-

ient approximation in the calculation of the electron self-

field led Lorentz to give an equation of motion containing

the effect of the radiation reaction on the electron namely:

m Éil -
 e* dJz = e^

dt* 6TTCJ dt3 ~ e x t

where::
.2

m = m 0 + -^
8ncza

and «a is the radius of a spherical surface over which the e-

lectron charge is distributed. The second term in the expres-

sion for m is the electromagnetic mass which diverges for a

point electron6. If one adds it to m , a mechanical part of the

mass, the observable mass m will appear in the equation and

the important finite radiation reaction, porportional to the
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derivative of the acceleration. is fchus included in the~equ|i

tion. The fact that the classical self-energy diverges for a point ®-

lectron was the first example of the divergences which be-

came later the main difficulties for the quantum description

of fields7 »

The first theoretical prediction of an elementary pa£

tide was that of the photon by Albert Einstein in 19058.

Five years earlier, the fundamental paper by Max Planck had

appeared in which he introduced the assumption of discrete

values, integral multiples of a minimal one, Tied, for the e-

nergy of the harmonic oscillators of the radiation field with

frequency U/2TT, in order to be able to derive the law of the

black-body radiation.

Einstein grasped immediately the importance cf Planck's

work; besides his interest in obtaining a proper derivation

of Planck's formula (which he achieved in 1917) his major

question was, in his ovm words: "What general conclusions

can be drawn from the radiation formula concerning the stru£

ture of radiation and even more generally, concerning the e-

lectromagnetic foundation of physics?"8 By using Boltzmahn's

relation between entropy and probability, he found that the

mean-value of the square of the energy fluctuation A£ of a

small volume of a closed system is given by the expression:

• SSL £
2uz V

if use is made of Planck's radiation law, where E is the av-

erane energy, V is the volume.
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The first term of the right-hand side of this equa-

tion oan bo In tar pro tad If ona poatulaf.ea that the radiation

is formed of particles - the photons - with • energy "ttu and

this term results from the fluctuations of the number of

photons, similar to that of the number of molecules in an

ideal gas. A similar -relation was derived by Einstein for

the square of the momentum fluctuations of a mirror which

reflects radiation in a frequency interval w, to + dio and trans

mits all other frequencies and which has a Brownian motion

in the radiation field. The existence of the term containing

"ITw, which could not be derived from wave theory - as the

second term can-indicated that the fluctuation in a radiation

field v/hich obeys Planck's lav/ is the sum of the fluctuations

that would arise from a classical wave field and those re-

sulting from an assembly of photons. This surprising result

incited Einstein to postulate that light consists of photons

with energy hu> and momentum Tík, so that all elementary pro-

cesses of absorption and emission of radiation are directed

processes, radiation coming in or going out in the form of

needles. A report by Einstein on the constitution of radia-

tion at the physics meeting in Salzburg in 1906, is analysed

by Pauli as follows:

"It deals v/ith both special relativity and quantum

theory and contains the important conclusion that the ele-

mentary process must be directed (needle radiation) not only

for absorption but also for emission of radiation, although

this postulate was in open conflict with the classical id&a

of emission in a spherical wave, which is indispensable for
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the understanding of the coherence properties of radiation,

as they appear in interference experiments"9. This conclusion

was in fact "disappointing for those who still had the vain

hope of deriving Planck's radiation formula by merely changing

the etatiatiaal asoumption rather than by a fundamental break

with the classical ideas regarding the elementary microphenarfi

na themselves'19.

The contradiction of Planck^-s radiation formula v;ith

mechanics and electrodynamics was well understood by Einstein

who stated in his Autobiographical Notes : "All of this was

quite clear to me shortly after the appearance of Planck's

fundamental work; so that, without having a substitute for

classical mechanics I could nevertheless see to what kiná of

consequences this lav cí temperature-radiation leads for the pho-

to-electric effect and for other related phenomena of the

transformation of radiation-energy, as well as for the specific

heat (in particular) of solid bodies"10.

Whereas the prediction of the positron by Dirac was

based on the relativistic wave equation for the electron Vvhich

he invented, Einstein's prediction of the photon, based on the

quantum hypothesis of Planck, was to have its full theoretical

justification more than twenty years later, after the estab-

lishment of quantum electrodynamics by P. Jordan, P.A.M. Dirac

and by W. Heisenberg and W. Pauli.

Dirac's invention of the relativistic wave equation

for the electron was one of the most relevant achievements in

theoretical physics, one in which the feelir.q of beauty of a

theoretical construction leads its inventor to make unex-
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pected predictions and thus grasp inner . secrets of nature.

This sense of beauty as a guide in the formulation of physical

theories is present in several theoretical discoveries: the

relativistic theory of gravitation by Einstein11, the wave-rce

chanical aspect of quantum mechanics by E. Schrodinger, the

work of Dirac on the pos'itron and his beautiful speculations

on possible magnetic monopoles (still not yet experimental

ly detected)12.

Concerning Schrôdinger' s ideas on the wave equation,

Dirac wrote as follows13:

"The big advance in the quantum theory came in 1925,

with the discovery of quantum mechanics. This advance was

brought about independently by two men, Heisenberg firrrfe- and

Schrôdinger soon afterward; working from different points of

view, Heisenberg worked keeping ciDsad to the experimental ev

idence about spectra that was being amassed at that time,

and he found out how the experimental information could be

fitted into a scheme that is now known as matrix mechanics,

i.ll the experimental data of spectroscopy fitted beautifully

into the scheme of matrix mechanics, and this led to quite a

different picture of the atomic world. Schrodinger worked

from a more mathematical point of view, trying to find a

beautiful theory for describing atomic events and was helped

by De Droglie's ideas of waves associated with particles. He

was able to extend De Brogliefs ideas and to get a very beau-

tiful equation known as Schrôdinger's wave equation for de-

scribing atomic processes, Schrôdinger got this equation by

pure thought, looking for some beautiful generalization of
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De Brogue's ideas, and not by keeping close to the experimental

development of the subject in the way Heisenberg did".

"I might tell you the story"» pursues Dirac,

"I heard from Schrfldinger of how, when he first

got the idea for his equation, he immediately applied it

to the behaviour of the electron in the hydrogen atom and then

he got results that did not agree with experiment. The disagre

ement arose because at that time it was not known that the elec

tron has a spin. That, of course, was a great disappointment

to Schrôdinger, and it caused him to abandon the work for some

months. Then he noticed that if he applied the theory in more

approximate way, not taking into account the refinements re-

quired by relativity, to this rough approximation his work was

in agreement with observation". And then adds Dirac: "I: think

there is a moral to this story, namely that it is more important

to have beauty in one's equations than to have them fit expe-

riment. If Schrodinger had been more confident in his work, he

could have published it some months earlier, and he could have

published a more accurate equation".

This is also the feeling expressed by Einstein mainly

after he developed the relativistic theory of gravitation.

In his address delivered at a celebration of Max Planck's six

tieth birthday in 1918, before the Physical Society in Berlin

wrote Einstein:

"The supreme task of the physicist is to arrive at

those universal elementary laws from which the cosmos can be

built up by pure deduction"111. Later on, in a lecture delivered

at Oxford University in 1933, on the method of theoretical phy-
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sica Einstein said:

"If, then, it is true that the axiomatic basis of

theoretical physics cannot be extracted from experience but

must be freely invented, can we ever hope to find the right way?

Nay, More, has this right way any existence outside our 11-

lusions? Can we hope to be guided safely by experience at all

when there exist theories (such as classical mechanics) which

to a large extent do justice to experience without getting to

to the root of the matter? I answer without hesitation that

there is, in my opinion, a right way, and that we are capable

of finding it. Our experience hitherto justifies us in be-

lieving that nature is the realization of the simplest concei.

vable mathematical ideas. I am convinced that we can discover

by means of purely mathematical constructions the concepts and

the laws connecting them with each other, which furnish the key

to the understanding of natural phenomena. Experience may sug_

gest the appropriate mathematical concepts, but they most ce£

tainly cannot be deduced from it. Experience remains, of course,

the sole criterion of the physical utility of a mathematical

construction. But the creative principle resides in mathematics.

In a certain sense, therefore, I hold it true that pure thought

can grasp reality, as the Ancients dreamed"15.

The above statements by Dirac and Einstein are at va

riance with what was believed by scientists and philosophers

after the work of Kepler, Galileo and Newton. It was then held

that pure thought cannot give us any knowledge of the physical

world. Physical laws would begin and end with experince. "A

clear recognition of the erroneousness of this notion really
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nnly c«m« with the gonornl thuory of relativity"16.

Mathematical beauty and simplicity are also criteria

to be found in theoretical work more closely connected with

the experiment. In their 1958 paper on the theory of the Fermi

interaction, Richard P. Feynraan and Murray Gell-Mann estab-

lished the vector-axial vector caracter of this interaction

by making the requirement of a representation of fermions by

two component spinors satisfying a second order differential

equation and the suggestion that in B-decay these spinors enter

the theory without gradient couplings^- These mathematical. r e~

quirements certainly assumed because 'one of the authoià has

always had a predilection for" such equation, were the guiding

lines for the determination of the Lorentz nature of the weak

coupling. And the fact that this coupling was in disagreement

v/ith experimental results concerning the electron-neutrino an-

gular correlation in the He6 decay, did not discourage the

authors from publishing their paper. On the contrary, their fe

eling of mathematical beauty and simplicity led them to write:

"These theoretical arguments seem to the authors to be strong

enough to suggest that the disagreement with the IIe recoil

experiments and with some other less accurate experiments in-

dicates that these experiments are wrong"17. They were found

out to be indeed wrong and the predictions by Feynman and

Gell-Mann and independently by Marshak and Sudarshan18 were

confirmed experimentally.

The theoretical prediction of the positron was based,

as is well known, on an ingenuous redefinition of the vacuum

so that the negative energy solutions of the electron Dirac's

equation-which cannot be discorded since they form, v/ith the
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posltive energy solutions, a base in the spinor spaco-oji.il d l*i

physically acceptable. Here is Dime's testimony on tlnu For

mulation: "The physicist had always previously-.s thought of the

vacuum as a region where there is nothing at all, but that

was a prejudice which we have to overcome. A better definition

of a vacuum would be the state of lowest energy. Now if there

are possibilities of electrons having negative energies, we

should want to have as many of these electrons as possible in

order to get the lowest energy. Electrons obey the Fermi sta

tistics corresponding to antisymmetrical wave functions. They

satisfy Pauli's exclusion principle which means that not more

than one electron can be in any state"19 This picture led "to

the possibility of our understanding states which depart fr<jn tim

vacuum in two ways, either by having electrons in positive e

nergy states or by having holes among the negative energy

states. And the holes among the negative energy states ap-

peared as particles with a positive energy and charge, which

were later interpreted as positrons"19.

There was, however, in the 19 20's and up till the

end of the 1940*s a prejudice against assuming the existence

of new particles. This was quite understandable as. it was then

thought that electrons, protons and photons would be sufficient

to describe matter and energy-in accord perhaps with the cjuasi-

unitary ideal of the atomistic conception of matter. Dirac

was thus incited to identify a hole in the sea of negative e_

nergy electron states v/ith a proton, v/hich was not correct

since the antiparticle (hole) must have the same mass aa Lhe

corresponding particle-as pointed out first by J.R. Oppeitftôi;:or.
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Dirac's conception of the vacuum thus led to the prediction of

a new particle-the positron, discovered experimentally in 1932
2 0

by C D . Anderson and ty p.M.S. Blackett and G.P.S, Occhialinl .

And it was fortunate that Dirac did not get discouraged by

the fact that his definition of the vacuum gave rise to di-

vergences associated with the infinite sea of holes.

The discovery of the antiproton and the antineutron

many years later21 confirmed the conception that Dirac's equci

tion describes every spin 1/2 particle which then has an anti

particle associated to it.

As to the neutrino-presently,.the neutrino associated

with the electron-its theoretical prediction was made by Pauli

as early as 19 30, in a letter to a group of physicists who had

a scientific meeting in Tübingen. At that time, electrons de-

tected in the beta decay of radioactive nuclei were shown to

have a continuous spectrum of energy instead of a unique e-

nergy given by the difference between the masses of the initial

and final nuclei/plus recoil energy), the maximum of the spec-

trum. In opposition to a radical suggestion by Niels Bohr that

the law of conservation of energy would be violated in these

processes, Pauli proposed that a neutral light particle-which

be called neutron-is emitted together with the electron and

the energy available is thus distributed between them. In his

own words:

"Nämlich die Möglichkeit, es könnten elektrisch, neu-

trale Teilchen, die ich Neutronen nennen will, in den Kernen

existieren, welche den spin 1/2 haben und das MsSchliessungs-

prinzip befolgen und sich von Lichtquantun ausserdem noch
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dadurch unterscheiden dass sie•nicht mit . Lichtgeschwindkeit

laufen.' Die Masse der Neutronen müsste von derselben Grossen-

ordnung ' wie die Elektronen Hasse sein und jedenfalls nicht

grosser als 0,01 Protonenmasse. Das kontinuierliche ß-spectrum

wäre dann verständlich unter der Annahme, dass beim ß-zerfall

mit dem Elektronen jeweils* noch ein Neutron emittiernt wird,

derart, dass die Summe der Energien von Neutron und Elektron

konstant ist"22.

Pauli's proposal was taken up by E. Farmi who formu-

lated, in a beautiful paper23,his theory of beta-decay, which

was to be the basis of the subsequent development of the phy-

sics of weak interactions.

The neutron-a neutral particle with mass of the order

of that of the proton-was experimentally discovered by J. Cha-

dwick in 1932, after speculations in 1920 by E. Rutherford71*

who conceived "the possible existence of an electrically neutral

particle, which he visualized as a close combination of a posi-

tively charged proton anda negatively charged electron so that

the whole particle would have no electrical charge"25.

Clearly, Chadwick, who worked at the Cavendish Labo-

ratory under Rutherford, was destined to discover the neutron

as he began to look for it"5 since the year 1924. In 1931,

H. Becker and W. Bothe found that beryllium, when bombarded

by alpha particles emitted penetrating neutral particles which

they thought were gamma rays. The experiment was repeated by

F. Joliot and Irene Curie'6 wh o discovered that these particles,

if they hitted a paraffin target, gave rise to very fast movinc;

ujrotonu. This dJ.acovo.ry led Iminotl lately Chaclwlck7 r> to suypect

that the penetrating particles emitted in the alpha particle-be
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ryIlium reaction were Rutherford's neutron and his observations

confirmed this. After the discovery of the neutron, D, Iwanen-

ko 2 7 suggested that nuclei are formed of protons and neutrons.

This idea was adopted by Fermi in his-""paper on the beta-decay

theory23, and in his Seminars in Rome he called Pauli's particle
0

a neutrino to distinguish it from the neutron; he also postulated

that electrons and neutrinos do not exist in nuclei, they are

rather created and emitted in the decay process just like photons

in the radiation emission process.

Mesons were theoretically predicted after the discovery

of the neutron and the Pauli suggestion of the neutrino. In

19 35, Hideki Yukawa assumed that the nucleon interactions were

due to the creation of a field by this particle-a neutron or a

proton-and that the virtual exchange of quanta of this field

between nucieons would give rise to the nuclear forces. Moreover.,

by relating the range of these forces with the mass of these

quanta-tne mesons-he found this mass to be of the order of 200

electron masses. In spite of the beauty of the idea which be

introduced, Yukawa became discouraged with this value of the

mass. He said: "As such a quantum with large mass has never been

found by experiment, the above theory seems to be on ; a v/rong

line"27.

It was only in 1947, after fundamental scientific re-

search was taken up again following the end of the Second World

VJar that Yukawa's particle was found experimentally. In a series

of beautiful experiments with nuclear emulsions exposed at an al-

titude of more than 4000 meters, at the Chacaltaya Laboratory

of Cosmic Physics in Bolivia, C.M.G. Lates, G.P.S. Occhialini
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and C.F. Powell28 discovered the ir-mesons (pions), the charged

and neutral quanta of Yukawa's field. Moreover, they showed that an

other particle, slightly ligther than the pions, existed, the

foeootrj, which exhibited no strong interactions and which were

produced in a decay of pions, together with a light particle,

the muon-neutrino as it is known today.

At about the same time observations were made by M.

Conversi, E. Pancini and 0. Piccioni29 which suggested the ex-

istence in the cosmic radiation of weakly interacting par-

ticles. Whereas the pions were shown to have spin zero, the

Conversi-Pancini-Piccioni particles were shown to be thi

muons of Lattes, Occhialini and Powell and to have spin 1/2.

These discoveries were important as they opened the door to

the modern elementary particle physics. I had the occasion to

follow closely these developments as Lattes and I exchanged30 cor_

respondence on his experimental work (see letter at the end of

this paper) and spent soir.e time together when inl949 he visited

me at the Institute for Advanced Study, where stayed H. Yukawa,

W. Pauli, J,R. Oppenheimer, Oskar Klein, A. Pais, J. SteiAberger

and Chr. Mjáller as well as with W. Schützer and J. Tiomno,

working at that time at Princeton University. The attribution

of spin 1/2 to muons was basic in a paper by J. Tiomno and J.

A. Wheeler81 in 1949, in which the idea of universality of

weak interactions was proposed. Those were for me personally

exciting years as at that time I was also trying to establish

conditions at the Federal University in Rio de Janeiro so that

Lattes and Tiomno could come to our Physics Department. This V.J:;

made possible-a group active in research in nuclear and par-
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particle physics-by the creation of the CBPF-the Brazilian

Center for Research in Physics in 1949 in Rio de Janeiro, an

initiative which would not have been possible had we not re-

ceived full support from João Alberto Lins de Barros, a very

intelligent man, active in Brazilian politics, and his broth

ers, Henry British and Nelson. This Center and the Physics

Department of the University of São Paulo were the two instjl

tutions which gave the initial momentum to the development

of modern theoretical and experimental physics in Brazil32 .

I shall not discuss now the subsequent discoveries

of new particles: the strange particles and the ressonances,

the theoretical prediction of quarks and the quark model, the

consideration of intermediate vector bosons, the lepton tau

among others. I shall, however, take this opportunity to

describe here che motivations which led me to assume, in 1958,

the existence of neutral vector bosons, besides the charged

ones, and to propose that the coupling constant g of the weak

vector boson field with matter should be equal to the ele-

mentary electric charge e, the coupling constant of the in

teraction between photons and matter 3 3.

When the paper of Feynman and Gell^Mann on the V-A

weak interaction was published in 1958 I had just returned

from the California Institute of Technology where I had com

pleted work31* on the capture of negative muons by light,

nuclei in which the first calculation of the induced pseudo-

scalar coupling was made. As I read the Feynman-Gell-Mann pa

per I was immediately struck by the fact that, if these in-

teractions were medicited by vector bosons, as already sug-
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gested in that paper, they were perhaps deeply related to pho

tons which were also vector particles, I had the feeling that

somehow photons and weak vector bosons belonged to the same

family and that therefore the coupling constant g should be

equal to the charge e. As this assumptiom was introduced in

the well-known relation between g, the Fermi constant G and

the bosons mass mw, I found that mw was quite large, of the

order of 60 proton masses. But then I felt discouraged: how

could I put in a multiplet particles with such amass difference,

the massless photon and these heavy bosons? As the mechanism

of mass generation was unknown at that time I avoided stating

in my article that photons and vector bosons were members of

a multiplet Ithe fear of Lhe referees...). But I did say that

the assumption g = e implied a very heavy vector boson. On

the other hand, I knew that in the meson theory of nuclear

forces, charged and neutral pion fields enter the lagrangean

in a form which gives a charge independent interaction. The

interactions between the pion and the nucleon fields is in-

dependent of whether the nucleons are electrically charged or

not and is invariant under the SU(2) group. I wanted to see

whether this would happen for weak interactions. I therefore

assumed the existence of neutral vector bosons-now called Z r
o

and found that the coupling would not be charge independent:

neutral currents would have a coupling with z , different in

form from that between charged currents and the W field.

In 1958 neutrino beams were not dreamt of and

only one neutrino was assitmod to exist. As a test for the

neutral current interaction I then proposed investigation on
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a possible weak coupling between electrons and neutrons -possui

bly added to the magnetic moment interaction. If such a cou

piing were found it could only be due to anNexchange ofneutral

bosons.

" This intuitive model was later found out to be es-

sentially correct as a consequence of the beautiful work of

S. Weinberg, A. Salam and S. Glashow, v/ho established the e-

lectroweak dynamics.

The neutral boson and the charged boson were dis-

covered experimentally36 in 19b3 and their mass, as derived in

the above mentioned gauge theory, is of the order of the value

I had guessed; the relation between g and e # instead of a

simple equality is of the form

e = g sin 9

where

g1

sin 6w

cos e =
w (g2

+g'
2)V2

g and g' are the two constants in the SU(2) £) U(l) standard

model from which e and sin 0 are deduced.

The beautiful experiments of the UAl Collaboration at

CERN confirm the new vistas in fundamental physics afforded by

the gauge field theories as Lattes, Occhialini and Powell at

the end of the 1940's opened the path to the discovery of new

elementary paricles.
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